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Direct Payment General Information

What is Direct Payment?
Direct Payment means that ASUH will pay the vendor directly for the authorized goods or services provided to your organization.

*If the Direct Payment is your preferred method of funding, all paperwork must be completed and turned in six weeks prior to the event.*

What is a Purchase Order (PO)?
The most basic purchasing method for the University involves purchase orders. A PO is produced from a requisition the ASUH office staff creates after receiving all necessary paperwork. The PO is then sent to the vendor so the goods may then be delivered or picked up.

Please note that permission must be obtained from the vendor in order to process purchase orders. In addition, the vendor must be notified that **PAYMENT WILL NOT BE RECEIVED UNTIL 4-6 WEEKS FOLLOWING THE EVENT**, provided that all appropriate paperwork has been submitted.

What Goods/Services Can be Paid with a Purchase Order (PO)?
Goods paid via purchase order include office supplies, photocopying, advertising, postage, food, etc… In addition, reimbursements are NOT allowed for services such as guest speaker fees, security guards, performers, musicians, etc.

Steps for your RIO to do/submit to initiate Direct Payment
1. Submit the Funding and Community Service Acknowledgement Form (FCSAF).
2. Contact the vendor
   a. Ask if they accept Purchase Orders (PO)
      i. If they say “yes”
         1. get a quote for the line items you are requesting for
      ii. If they say “no”
         1. You will have to get another vendor or do a reimbursement (see reimbursement section on page 5)
   b. **DO NOT PLACE THE ORDER**
      i. ASUH will create a requisition that will act as an order once all the proper paperwork is received
3. Submit the **quote** from the vendor to the ASUH Office at least 6 weeks before your RIO’s event
   a. This quote should contain:
      i. Name, address, and contact info of the vendor
      ii. Line Item(s)
         1. Name
         2. Price
            a. If purchases from one vendor exceed $2500, please contact the ASUH office immediately to set up an appointment. Bids must be obtained via SuperQUOTE, which is an open, web-based platform. The Office Staff will create an account with your requests to solicit bids
      3. Quantity
   iii. Subtotal and Total
   iv. If applicable:
      1. Delivery charges
      2. Taxes
      3. Description of Line Items (this may include Item numbers)
4. Submit the WH-1/W-9 with your vendor’s information at least 6 weeks before your RIO’s event
   a. Let your vendor fill out this form
5. Submit a flyer of your event at least 6 weeks before your RIO’s event
   a. Should contain the date, time, location, and ASUH’s involvement
   b. Can be a flyer, brochure, or program
   c. Can be in an electronic form (i.e. PDF) or it can be a hard-copy

Additional Procedures for Direct Payment for Services
Non-personnel services such as guest speakers, security guards, performers, musicians, etc... MUST BE PAID VIA PURCHASE ORDER. They are NOT reimbursable. Paperwork for guest speakers, performers, and musicians must be submitted six weeks prior to the event. Paperwork will not be processed for payment after the event.

There are two forms of direct payment for service: honoraria and speaker/performer fees.

Steps for your RIO to do/submit for the direct payment of Honoraria (Maximum Honoraria is $500):
• Letter of Invitation
• Letter of Acceptance
• Completion of a WH-1 (if an individual is being paid)

Steps for your RIO to do/submit for the direct payment of speaker fees/performers:
• Non-Personnel Services Contract (available in the ASUH Office)
• Tax forms (available in the ASUH Office)
  o Submit a WH-1 form if an individual is being paid
    ▪ The individual’s LEGAL NAME and PERMANENT ADDRESS must be on the WH-1
  o Submit a W-9 if an organization is being paid
    ▪ The name of the organization must correspond with the LEGAL NAME under which the Federal Taxpayer ID# is registered

After Paperwork is received at the ASUH Office
ASUH Office Staff will create a requisition that will be converted into a purchase order (PO). Generation of a PO for direct payment requires a minimum of 2 weeks from the time completed paperwork is submitted to the ASUH Office. The PO will then be completed once the paperwork is submitted to the ASUH Office. The PO will then be mailed out to the vendor so the order can be placed. Please inform the Office Staff if you wish to hand deliver the PO.

After the Event or Goods/Services are received
Steps for your RIO to do/submit:
• Submit an original invoice/billing statement
  o Must be submitted as soon as possible so that the vendor will receive payment with 4-6 weeks following the event
• Submit an ASUH Funding Post-Activity Report
Reimbursement General Information

What is a Reimbursement?
Reimbursement means that ASUH will reimburse your organization or a representative of the organization, for authorized expenses.

Who is eligible to be reimbursed by ASUH?
- ASUH will reimburse the organization to which the funds were granted.
- ASUH will reimburse any individual who purchases authorized items, provided the individual belongs to the organization.

What expenditures will ASUH reimburse?
ASUH will reimburse an organization or an individual for the specific line items stated in the Senate Act.

ASUH will NOT reimburse the following:
- ASUH will NOT reimburse for *guest speaker fees, security guards, performers and musicians, etc.* If you have questions regarding whether or not a particular item may be reimbursed, please contact the ASUH Office Staff.
  *These expenditures are only done by direct payment. Please plan accordingly.*
- ASUH will NOT reimburse any purchase(s) made prior to the date in which ASUH legislation (Senate Act) passed to approve said expenditures.
- ASUH will NOT reimburse an organization for receipts or fiscal paperwork submitted after the expiration of the Senate Act.
- ASUH cannot reimburse alcohol, service fees, taxes or late fees, tips, and items or services purchased with a gift card or equivalent (travel or store points, redemption cards, etc.)

Steps for your RIO to do/submit to initiate Reimbursement
1. Submit the Funding and Community Service Acknowledgment Form (FCSAF).
2. Submit the ASUH Reimbursement Request form
3. Submit the Vendor Information Form (for each Vendor)
4. Submit the ASUH Receipt Log for Reimbursement of Expenditures
5. Submit all the ORIGINAL receipts
   a. See example of a acceptable receipt on pages: 11-13
   a. Organizations, wishing to be reimbursed must fill out a W-9 and provide the Federal Taxpayer I.D. 
      i. Please note that the name of the organization must correspond with the LEGAL Name under which the Federal Taxpayer I.D. # is registered.
      ii. Individuals affiliated with organizations, who have incurred expenses on behalf of the organization for approved line items, must fill out a WH-1 form to be reimbursed
7. Submit a flyer of the event
a. Should contain the date, time, location, and ASUH’s involvement
b. Can be a flyer, brochure, or program, can be in an electronic form (i.e. PDF) or it can be a hard-copy

8. Submit **additional supporting documents** (under special circumstances only)
   a. If a purchase was made with a credit/debit card, a copy of the card and credit card/bank statement must be submitted along with the original receipt
      i. See an example of a Credit/Debit card and statement on page 14# and 16, respectfully
   b. If a purchase was made with a check, a copy of the cancelled check (front and back) and a copy of the supporting bank statement must be submitted
      i. See an example of a cancelled check and bank statement on page 15 and 16, respectfully
   c. If items were purchased by an individual, but the organization is being reimbursed, a letter may be requested to verify that
      i. The individual purchased the items on behalf of the organization
      ii. The organization has already reimbursed that individual
      iii. All appropriate supporting documentation must be provided
         1. (i.e. documents verifying the individual’s original purchase and documents verifying organizations reimbursement to the individual)
      iv. See an in-depth explanation this type of situation on page 9

*All of the documents/forms that the ASUH Office requests is to provide a “paper trail” for auditing purposes. Thank you for your understanding.*
Scenario:

Jane Doe bought items (by not using RIO funds) → Jane Doe is reimbursed by the RIO → ASUH reimburses the RIO

Letter must include:
- The person who originally paid for the items
- A statement that says that the RIO has already reimbursed the person that purchased the items
- Signatures:
  - A representative of the RIO (i.e., Treasurer)
  - The person who originally purchased the items

To keep in mind:
- If several people purchased items, and all were reimbursed by the RIO, the RIO must provide one letter of acknowledgement per purchaser
- Avoid sending the letter via email
- Provide any necessary back-up documentation along with the letter
  - Original receipts
  - Bank Statements* from:
    - The person who made the purchase
    - RIO

(* Don’t need to provide a bank statement if the purchase or reimbursement was done via cash)

Example of the Letter of Acknowledgement is on the following page→→→
October 29, 2010
To: ASUH
From: Jane Smith, (Insert RIO name) Representative

To whom it may concern,

I, Jane Smith, purchased the items from the UH Bookstore on July 12, 2010 for our event that took place on August 20, 2010. My entire purchase came out to be $20.00 (including the tax). Along with this letter, I have included my bank statements that show my processed transaction with the UH Bookstore, and I have included a copy of my credit card (last four digits are #1234).

The (Insert RIO name) had already reimbursed me $20.00 by check (#5678). Please reimburse (Insert RIO name) for the UH Bookstore items. If you have any concerns regarding this letter, please contact me at (808) XXX-XXXX, or by email at rioname@hawaii.edu.

Jane Smith
RIO Representative

In agreement,
John Doe
(Insert RIO Name)—Treasurer

Attached:
UH Bookstore Receipt (Total: $20.00)
Bank Statement (Jane Smith)
Copy of Credit Card (Jane Smith, #1234)
Copy of Bank Statement (RIO)
Copy of the Check from RIO (#5678)
Standard Receipt Requirements:
(Your receipt must have all the required elements, or it will not be considered an unacceptable receipt.)

- Vendor’s Name
- Receipt is itemized (name of item and price is provided)
- Subtotals, Totals, and Change due (if applicable)
- Method of Payment (i.e. Cash, Credit/Debit, Check)
- Date

All receipts must be **ORIGINAL**
Examples of Receipts paid with Cash:

Displays that the items was purchased with CASH - Also displays the “change due”

All receipts must be ORIGINAL
Examples of Receipts paid with a Credit/Debit Card:

Displays the last four digits of the Credit/Debit Card #

All receipts must be ORIGINAL
Credit/Debit Card example:

Before

XXX  XXX  XXX

After

Be sure to black out the first 12 digits of the card so that we can only read the last 4
Cancelled Check example:
(Can be found through a bank account you can access online, through bank statements received in the mail, or by contacting/visiting your bank)

Account: ASB Free Checking *XXXX I Check Number: 123 I Date Posted: X/XX/XXXX I Amount: $250.00

Shows that the other bank received the check
Standard Bank Statement Requirements:

1. **RIO Name**
   - 123 ST
   - Honolulu HI 96822

2. **Account #**
   - XXXX

3. **Highlight the purchase**
   - Make sure that the amounts and date of purchase matches the receipt

4. **Blackout any transactions/miscellaneous information that are not relevant to the reimbursement**

---

**Summary of Account Balance**

- **Account**: A.S.B. Free Checking
- **Number**: XXXX
- **Ending Balance**: XXXX

**A.S.B. Free Checking**

- **Beginning balance**: XXXX
- **Total additions**: XXXX
- **Total subtractions**: XXXX

**Date** | **Description** | **Additions** | **Subtractions**
--- | --- | --- | ---
08-13 | #POS Purchase MERCHANT PURCHASE TERMINAL 481199 UNIV OF HI MANDA BKSTR HONOLULU HI 08-12-09 SEQ # 9225626200299 | -37.15 | 
08-14 | | | 
08-18 | | | 
08-19 | | | 
08-20 | | | 
08-20 | | | 

**Daily balances**

- **Date**: 07-24
- **Amount**: 
- **Date**: 08-13
- **Amount**: 
- **Date**: 08-14
- **Amount**: 